daptive filtering is gaining favor in numerous applications to help cope with time-variations of system A parameters, and to compensate for the lack of a priori knowledge of the statistical properties of the input data. Over the last several years, a wide range of algorithms has been developed. These fall into four main groups: recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms and the corresponding fast versions; QR-and Inverse QR-least squares algorithms; leastsquares lattice (LSL) and QR decomposition-based least squares lattice (QRD-LSL) algorithms; and gradient-based algorithms such as the least-mean square (LMS) algorithm.
matched state-space model for the case of exponentially decaying memory, with a direct correspondence between the variables in the exponentially weighted RLS problem and the variables in the state-space estimation problem. The main benefit of this is that recursive state-space estimation problems have been extensively studied since the sixties, especially in the control engineering literature (e.g., . Besides the celebrated Riccati-equation-based Kalman filtering algorithm, many algorithmic and implementational alternatives have been studied over the years. These include the so-called information filter forms and for certain kinds of time-variant state-space models (including those encountered in adaptive filtering), the Riccati recursions can be replaced by the order-of-magnitude faster Chandrasekhar recursions [31] ; moreover, all these variants have certain computationally better square-root (or array) forms. The interesting fact is that when the exponentially-weighted RLS filtering problem is reformulated in state-space form, the now well-known alternative Kalman filtering solutions tum out to be equivalent to the various classes of adaptive filtering algorithms derived in the last decade (Tables 1 and 2 ). In fact, among others, all the algorithms in Haykin's book [ 11 can be obtained in this way.
Adaptive Algorithm Order-
____ Recursive
RLS QR and Inverse QR
_ _ _ _ .
FTF, FAEST
Least-squares lattice QRD-based lattice Our second important goal is to present all the different versions of the RLS algorithm in computationally convenient square-root forms: a prearray of numbers has to be triangularized by a rotation, or a sequence of elementary rotations, in order to yield a postmay of numbers. The quantities needed to form the next prearray can then be read off from the entries of the postarray, and the procedure can be repeated; the explicit forms of the rotation matrices are not needed in most cases. This is more truly an algorithm in the sense that it operates on a set of numbers and provides another set of numbers, with no explicit equations involved. The rotations themselves can be implemented in a variety of by now wellknown ways: as a sequence of elementary circular or hyperbolic rotations, in square-root-and/or division-free forms, as Householder transformations, etc. These may differ in computational complexity, numerical behavior, and ease of hardware (VLSI) implementation. But, if preferred, explicit expressions for the rotation matrices can also be written down, thus leading to explicit sets of equations in contrast to the square-root form.
Notation
The following notational conventions will be useful to remember. We shall use small boldface letters to denote vectors and capital boldface letters to denote matrices. Also, given a positive definite matrix A, A > 0, a square-root factor will be defined as any matrix, say All2, such that A = (A'")(A'")*, where the * denotes Hermitian conjugation (complex conjugation for scalars). Such square-root factors are clearly not unique. They can be made unique, e.g., by insisting that the factors be Hermitian or that they be triangular (with positive diagonal elements). In most applications, the triangular form is preferred. For convenience, we shall also write:
Thus, note the expressions A = AIf2 A*/= , A-1 = A-*/2A- 112 Also, we shall not confine ourselves to real data. Complex quantities will be allowed for the sake of generality. Finally, the symbol I, will denote the identity matrix of size nxn.
Square-Root or Array Algorithms
The square-root or array form is so important that it will be worthwhile to explain its generic form here, and give a couple of examples showing the compactness and simplicity it can bring. An array algorithm is described via rotation operations on a prearray of numbers, chosen to obtain a certain zero pattern in a postarray where the desired quantities can be read out. Schematically, we have where 0 is any rotation matrix that triangularizes the prearray. In general, 0 is required to be a J-unitary matrix, in the sense that 0 JO* = J, where J is a signature matrix with +l's on the diagonal, and zeros elsewhere. The unitary case corresponds to J = I. A rotation 0 that transforms the prearray
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IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE to triangular form can be achieved in a variety of ways: by using a sequence of elementary Givens and hyperbolic rotations [33] , Householder transformations [33] - [35] , squareroot-free versions of such rotations (e.g., [33] and [36] [37] [38] ), etc. Also note that, in the case of real data, a general hyperbolic rotation as in Eqs. 2c or 2d can be expressed in the altemative form:
[ a b ] O = [ O -
where the so-called hyperbolic cosine and sine parameters, ch and sh, respectively, are defined by norm since l a1 -lbI2 = 0. It is then easy to see that there does not exist a hyperbolic rotation that will rotate x to lie along either bases vectors. The above expressions for the circular and hyperbolic rotations involve square-root operations. In many situations, however, it may be desirable to avoid the computation of square-roots since it is usually very expensive. For this and other reasons, square-root and division-free versions of the above elementary rotations were also developed and constitute an attractive altemative (e.g., . One could also use unitary or J-unitary Householder reflections to simultaneously annihilate several entries in a row, e.g., to transform [ x x x x ] directly to the form [ x' 0 0 0 ] (e.g., [33] [34] [35] ). Combinations of rotations and reflections can also be used. 
A @ =
Then one way to achieve this, among many possible options, would be the following: we first annihilate the b entry by using a circular rotation that leaves unchanged the last two columns of the prearray, We then annihilate the d entry by using a second circular rotation that leaves unchanged the first two columns of the prearray, We finally annihilate the c1 entry by using a hyperbolic rotation, which leaves unchanged the second and fourth columns of the prearray (assuming IC] I <lal I), The different adaptive schemes can be rewritten in terms of square-root arrays, where the necessary operations are elementary rotations as described above. Such array descriptions lend themselves rather directly to parallelizable and modular implementations. Indeed, once a rotation matrix is chosen, then all the rows of the prearray undergo the same rotation transformation and can thus be processed in parallel. Returning to the above example, where we started with the prearray A, we see that the parameters of the first rotation, (co, so), are completely determined by the entries U and 6. Once the first rotation is specified, all the rows of A are then transformed by it, and can thus be processed in parallel, and by the same functional (rotation) block, to obtain the desired postarray. The procedure continues by determining the second rotation and so on.
Two RLS Algorithms in Array Forms
To show the compactness and simplicity the array form can bring, we display in Table 3 the usual set of equations for the  so-called FTF algorithm (the table and notation is taken from  [I] , p. 591, for illustrative purposes). Table 4 shows the corresponding square-root array form that will be derived later. Tables 5 and 6 show the corresponding forms for the so-called QRD-LSL algorithm ( Table 5 is extracted from [ 11, p. 664). As it turns out, there are clearly significant (conceptual, if nothing else) advantages in the more compact forms. Some authors have deduced the compact array forms by a careful study and reorganization of the explicit sets of equations in Tables 3 and 5 ([3] , p. 465, and [22] ). In our approach, the difference is that we can immediately write down the compact forms of Tables 4 and 6, with the equations in Tables  3 and 5 being only one among several sets of (cumbersome) explicit equations that one could derive, if desired. 
I

will play a central role in our development. Certainly, several other optimization criteria can be used for estimation problems, but for signal processing one of the most important, at least in the sense of having had the most applications, is the linear least-squares criterion. This striking criterion was perhaps first developed by Gauss in his work on celestial mechanics [39] . It was later successfully employed by Wiener [40] in the early 1940s in the context of stationary processes observed over infinite or semi-infinite intervals. But in the late 1950s, interest shifted to nonstationary processes with known finite-dimensional state-space models, where the availability of the computationally efficient recursive Kalman-Bucy filter [28, 41] has essentially monopolized the field in the last few decades. We thus include a brief overview of the topic (e.g., [27, 29, 301).
The Stochastic Problem
Let z be an nxl zero-mean random vector, and let y be a column of (N+l) zero-mean random vectors of sizepxl each, 
Y =
I
Given Data
The problem of interest is to estimate the value of z by means of a linear operation on observed values of the { yi}, say, 
I
Here, E denotes expected value. The optimal solution is obtained by requiring that the error variable, z -Ky, be uncorrelated with the observation vector y, viz., which leads to K(Eyy ) = Ezy*. That is, the optimal linear least -mean squares estimate (l.l.m.s,e., for short) of z reduces to solving the linear system of equations,
where we have denoted the autocorrela2on matrix Eyy* by R, and the cross-correlation vector Ezy by Rzy. Assumini the invertibility of Ry, we get the following expression for z, Z^=%,%ly .
An extremely important special case, which will be central to our later analysis, occurs when the observation vector y and the variable z are linearly related such as Here, A stands for a constant matrix of appropriate dimensions ( ( N + Ilpxn)), and vis a zero-mean random noise vector with autocorrelation matrix R,, Evv* = R,, and which is assumed to be uncorrelated with z, Ezv* = 0. The autocorrelation matrix of z is also assumed to be known, Ezz* = R,. Under these assumptions, the autocorrelation matrix R, and the cross-correlation vector R,, in Eq. 3b can be evaluated in terms of the known quantities {A, R,, R,]. Indeed, The 1.l.m.s.e. of z will then be given by If it further happens that R, a n: R, are nonsingular matrices, then the above expression for z can be rewritten in an equivalent form that will be convenient for later analysis, In deriving Eq. 4c from 4b, we employed a very useful matrix identity, often known as the matrix inversion lemma ( [42] , p. 6561). It states that if E and C are two invertible matrices then This can be verified by multiplying the right-hand side by (E + BCD) and verifying that the identity matrix results. The results of this discussion are summarized in Table 7 .
Comparing with Eq. 3c, we see that the non-zero mean case simply corresponds to replacing z and y, by (i-i) and (y -f ) respectively, as well as replacing the autocorrelation and cross-correlation matrices R, and Rz, by the covariance and cross-covariance matrices cov(y) a n d cov(z,y), respectively. In the important special case of a linear relation between y and z as in Eq. 4a, where we now assume cov(z, v) = 0, Eqs. 4b and 4c should be replaced b y ( u s i n g f = A z + V )
The results of this section are summarized in Table 8 . We now move on to review the deterministic version of the leastsquares problem and highlight connections with the stochastic point of view. 
The Deterministic Problem
We now let z represent a column vector of n unknown parameters, rather than a vector of random variables. We are further given (N+l) noisy measurements {yi} that are assumed to be linearly related to z as follows
That is, the noise component is assumed to be additive. We are then required to estimate z from the measurements ( yi) as we further elaborate. The (N+1) measurements are grouped together into a single matrix expression:
or, more compactly, The basic distinction between the earlier relation (m. 4a) and Eq. 8a is that the quantities in the latter expression are all assumed to be deterministic, while Eq. 4a involves random variables. This distinction will become more apparent as we proceed.
Because of the noise component v in Eq. 8a, the observed vector y does not lie in the range space of the matrix A. Our objective then is to determine an estimate for z, say !?, in order to minimize the square of the distance between y and hA, viz.,
The resulting !?is often called the least-squares solution, while A; is called the linear least-squares estimate (1.l.s.e.) of y.
The solution to Eq. 8b follows from a simple projection argument: the vector y does not necessarily lie in the range space of the matrix A. The orthoFona1 .projection of y onto this range space yields a vector y that is closest to y in the least-squares sense, since the resulting error vector (y -y^)
will be orthogonal to the range of A. The orthogonality condition is equivalent to A*(y -y^) = O.That is(andrep1ac-ing y^ by A; , A * (~ -~a = o which implies that the least-squares solution can be obtained by solving the linear system of equations A*A; = A*Y If A is further assumed to be full rank, then we can altematively write A more general optimization criterion that is often used instead of Eq. 8b is the following: This is still a quadratic cost function in the unknown vector z, but it includes the additional term (z -zo)*n (z -zo), where no is a given positive-definite (weighting) matrix and zo is also a given vector. Choosing no = w I leads us back to the original expression. (8b)
The point is that the freedom in choosing no allows us to incorporate additional apriori knowledge into the statement of the problem. Indeed, different choices for no will indicate how confident we are about the closeness of the optimal solution z^ to the given vector zo. Assume, for example, that we set no = E I, where& is avery small positive number. Then, the first term in the new cost function (Eq. 9a) becomes dominant. It is thus not hard to see that, in this case, the cost will be minimized if we choose ;close enough to zo in order to annihilate the effect of the first term. In simple words, a "small" no reflects a high confidence that zo is a good and close enough guess for the optimal solution ;
. On the other hand, a "large" indicates a high degree of uncertainty in the initial guess zo.
To facilitate the solution of Eq. 9a, we introduce the change of variables z' = z -zo and y' = y -Az,. Then .. This is yet another reason in favor of the modified criterion (Eq. 9a), since it allows us to relax the full rank condition on A. The results of this discussion are summarized in Table 9 .
Stochastic Framework Deterministic Framework
Equivalence of the Problems Stochastic variables (z,y), then the stochastic expression (Eq. 7b) coincides with the deterministic solution (Eq. 9b). This equivalence plays a central role in our analysis. It allows us to move back and forth between the deterministic and the stochastic frameworks rather smoothly. Table 10 summarizes the relations between the variables in both frameworks. We now proceed to assume that the observations ( yi )in the linear model (Q. 4a) admit an underlying state-space structure.
This would then allow us to introduce the Kalman filter as an efficient recursive procedure for the solution of (Eq. 4b). We try to keep the presentation as simple and straightforward as possible in order to convey the main ideas. The reader is referred to [27, 301 and the many references therein, for further information and discussion on the subject. We shall often limit ourselves to the results that are essential to the discussion in future sections. We consider a p x l stochastic process [ yi} that admits an n-dimensional state-space representation of the form where i is a discrete-time index, Fi, Hi, and Gi are known n x n, p x n, and n x m matrices, respectively, and the [ ri)
and {vi} are uncorrelated zero-mean stochastic variables with covariance matrices
The symbol 6, is the Kronecker delta function, which is equal to unity when i = j , and zeroelsewhere. Wealsoassumethat the initial state xo is a random variable of mean zo, and covariance matrix no, and which is uncorrelated with ri and vi, for all time instants i,
A A
Let xi and yi denote the linear least-mean squares estimates of xi and yi given the first i observations {yo,yl, . . . Y , -~} , respectively. We are interested in determining a recursive procedure for computing the so-called innovations variables,
The reason for the term "innovations" is that ei is the "new information" in the variable yi that is not in the previous observations {yo, . . . yiP1 }. Also, it is not hard to see that the {e;} are uncorrelated to each other and that the sets { yo,,..,yi} and { eo,,,.ei) can be linearly related to each other for all i, i = 0,1, ..., N. Since yj = Hixi, a recursive procedure for finding the { ei} is effectively a procedure for "updating" xi to xi+l. An efficient solution is given by the celebrated Kalman filtering algorithm [27, 28, 30] . The 
[
The result of the theorem plays a fundamental role in our derivation. It establishes the link between the deterministic setting of the recursive least-squares (RLS) problem and the stochastic setting of a related Kalman filtering problem. This link will allow us to move back and forth, and very conveniently, from one interpretation to another. Also, we should highlight at this stage that, while in the statement of the theorem the Hi are matrix quantities and the yi are vector quantities, this is really more general than what is needed to handle the RLS problem that we treat in future sections. In these sections, we shall focus, for ease of exposition, on the case where the Hi are replaced by row vectors, hi, and the yi are replaced by scalars, y(i). But it should be clear from the result of the theorem that our development is equally applicable to vector observations yi and to matrices Hi.
Special Case: Adaptive Lattice (Order-Recursive) Problems
Another special case of the state-space model (Eq. 1 Oa) will play a significant role in the derivation of the so-called adaptive lattice filters. It is identical to the model in (Eq. 1 la) but with scalar quantities. That is, the state vector xi is replaced by a scalar (one-dimensional) state ~(i), the output vector yi is replaced by a scalar observation y(i), the noise vector vi is replaced by a scalar signal v(ij, and the matrix Hi is replaced by a scalar h(i) (note that we use parentheses, (.), to indicate time dependency for scalar quantities. In the vector case we have been using subscripts),
This is clearly a special case of the earlier model (Eq. I la), and the result of the previous theorem is thus immediately applicable.
Theorem: Consider a set of (N+1) deterministic scalar data To get a geometric interpretation for the above result, we note that expression (Eq. 1 IC) collapses to the following: and the problem then is to determine a scalar coefficient in order to "match" the column vector y on the left-hand side of (Eq. 12c) with the column vectora, which multiplies x(O), in the least-squares sense specified by Eq. 12b. In the special case n(O)=m, this is equivalent to projecting the vector y onto the vector a leading to (cf.(8c)):
a a
Algorithmic Variants of the Kalman Filter
There are several variants to the Kalman filter recursions (Eqs. lob)-( 10d). These essentially differ in the ways they propagate the quantities Ki, Re,i and Pi that are needed in the Kalman recursions. We shall not discuss these algorithmic variants in details here, but shall rather focus on the particular alternatives that are relevant to our subsequent discussion. For more details, the reader may consult [27, 301 and [43] - [45] . We shall concentrate on the special model (Eq. 1 la) rather than consider the general state-space description given in (Eq. loa). But we hasten to add that the discussion that follows can be easily extended to models of the form (Eq. loa). This constitutes a significant strength of the state-space formulation: it allows us, for instance, to consider more general m a t r i c e s Fi in ( E q . 1 l a ) e.g., Fi = d i a g o n a l { h~'~, q'n,...,~i In). It also allows for more general matrices Gi, Qi and Ri. The careful reader will soon realize that these more general cases can be handled by proper extensions of the arguments in this paper. But we shall concentrate here on the special model (Eq. 1 la). The results described in the rest of this section are summarized in Table I 1. Readers familiar with the Kalman filter may wish to examine it briefly and go on to the next section on adaptive filtering. Other readers may also do this, returning for some details to the appropriate portions of this section as they are cited in the RLS problems later.
The (Covariance) Kalman Filter
The model in (Eq. l l a ) assumes Gi=Qi=O, Ri=I 
Re,; = Hipi@ + I , €$ = h-InPjH; (13) Assuming that p<< n, as often happens, the number of operations (i.e., multiplications and additions) that are needed in going from index i to index (i+l) is O@n2>, where n is the state dimension andp is the output dimension. This is smaller that the O(n ) figure that we mentioned earlier because we are now assuming a very special matrix F , viz., a multiple of the identity. 
The Information Filter
The recursions (Eq. 13) propagate the Riccati variable Pi. In several applications, however, the uncertainty in the initial state xo may be high. That is, no = 0 I with 0 >> 1, which implies that the starting point for the Riccati recursion involves large numbers. This is particularly the case in a standard least-squares minimization problem, such as Eq. 1 Id, where no is assumed to be infinite and where the problem of interest is to solve for xo in 2 min Ily-Axol12 xo For such problems, it is preferable to propagate the inverse of the Riccati variable, Pyl rather than Pi itself. The resulting algorithm is known as the information filter (see, e.g., [27, 431) . In contrast, the original Kalman filter recursions are often called the covariance form. It can be derived from the recursions of the previous algorithm rather immediately by invoking the matrix inversion lemma (5) . 
Algorithm: The Information Filter
Moreover, the inverse of innovations covariance matrix, Re,, and the normalized innovation &,:'ei are given by Note that the information filter propagates the quantity y' Gi rather than jzi itself. Also, the number of operations (i.e., multiplications and additions) that are needed in going from index i to index (i+l) is still O(pn ), where n is the state dimension and p is the output dimension.
2
The Square-Root Kalman Filter
The Kalman recursions (Eq. 13) propagate the covariance matrix Pi via a Riccati difference equation. Due to roundoff errors, however, the Riccati recursion may not guarantee a positive-definite matrix Piat all times i. This problem can be avoided by using an alternative socalled square-root array form of the Kalman filter equations. The array form propagates a square-root factor of Pi, viz., P,t". By squaring P:n we shall always be guaranteed to obtain a posit i v e -d e f i n i t e c o v a r i a n c e m a t r i x , pi=p,'npy .
Before proceeding to the derivation of the square-root filter, we first state and prove a simple result from matrix theory that plays an important role in the argument. (BB*). Moreover, U, ,UB can be constructed from an orthonormal basis for the right eigenvectors of AA* (BB*). Hence, it follows from the identity AA* = BB* that we have CA= CB and U, = U,. Let 0 = V,VA*. We then get OO* =
Lemma:
1,and B O = A .
We now use the above result to motivate the square-root form of the Kalman filter. For this purpose, we note that the Kalman recursions (Eq. 13) can be expressed in factored form as
p ; q h-'"p;n -The above equality fits into the statement of the lemma .
We thus conclude that there exists a unitary matrix Oi that relates the arrays (an interesting geometrical motivation for the existence of such rotations can be found in [43] )
Hence, we can choose X = %,,!" , Y = I$& ,I T *R = -%,;,and
.We are thus led to the square-root version of the Kalman recursion [27,431. 
Algorithm
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The number of operations needed in going from step i to step (i+l) is still O(n2), the same order as the Riccati-based algorithm.
An Extended Square-Root Information Filter
The information filter equations of the previous algorithm can also be expressed in square-root form, where a square-root factor of is propagated rather than Pi-l itself. Since the argument is essentially similar to what we have done in the previous section, we only highlight the major steps here. We form the prearray of numbers and choose any unitary matrix 0, that introduces a block zero in the second block entry of the top row, say By squaring and comparing terms on both sides of the equality we readily conclude that we can make the following identifications: The number of operations needed in going from step i to step (i+l) is still O(n2). The term "extended" is used here to indicate that the above array is a simple extension of the usual form of the square-root information filter as given in [43] : the top three block lines are standard in the square-root description of the information filter, while the last block line is borrowed from the square-root Kalman filter (Eq. 15c). An alternative interpretation of (Eq. 16a) as one that avoids the backsubstitution required to obtain 2; from KIRGi (viz., to use the so-called Faddeeva's method) is described in [50] .
Algorithm
An extension may also be noted here. If the covariance matrix of the noise signal vi in the model (Eq. 1 la) is not the identity matrix but rather Ev,v; = $, then the previous square-root arguments are still applicable and they immediately show that the array equation (Eq. 16a) becomes Hence, the equality %, T' e; = yi -h 1R 9 xi+] A in the third prior algorithm converts to This modification is useful when a weighted least-squares criterion is used., as happens in a later section.
The Square-Root Chandrasekhar Filter
All the algorithmic variants presented so far have an O(n2) computational complexity, and this is true whether or not the state-space model (Eq. 1 1 a) or, more generally, the model in (Eq. loa) have constant parameters (Fi,Gi,H,Q,Ri}. However, one expects a computationally more efficient procedure in the case of constant-parameter systems {F,G,H,Q,R} (see, e.g., [44] - [45] ) or in the case of time-variant models that exhibit structure in their time-variation (see, e.g., [3 I] ).
The Kalman recursions require the Riccati variable Pi in order to compute the covariance matrix Rei and the gain matrix Ki, which are in turn used to update the state estimate according to (lob). But an alternative procedure exists in the case of constant-parameter, as well as structured, state-space models [3 I , 431 , where the and Ki are computed without the need to explicitly evaluate Pi.
To clarify this, we follow [31] and say that a general state-space model (Eq. loa) is structured if there exist n x n matrices Yi such that Fi, Hi, and Gi vary according to the following rules:
Constant-parameter systems satisfy (Eq. 17a) with Yi = I. Also, the covariance matrices Ri and Qi are assumed constant for all i; (Ri = R, Qi = Q). More general cases are treated in
The special model (Eq. 1 la) exhibits G, = Qi = 0, Ri = 0 and Fi = h '"I. The Gi and Fi obviously satisfy (Eq. 17a) for any constant matrix Y . Hence, the model (Eq. 1 I a) will be structured if a Y exists such that the Hi matrix satisfies Hi =Hi+] Y. We shall see later that, in the context of RLS filtering, a shift structure in the input data results in a structured model (Eq. 1 la) with a particular Y and, hence, the result of this section will be immediately applicable. The point is that we often get a << n. The resulting arrays then propagate an n x a factor, Li, rather than the n x n matrix Pi. In many situations we get a << n. Examples will be given later in the adaptive filter area. If the matrix Y is sparse enough so that the product would require O(n) operations, then the number of operations needed per iteration is O(n) for p << n and a << n.
Algorithm: The Square-Root Chandrasekhar Filter
The Chandrasekhar Filter in Explicit Form
We also remark that the Chandrasekhar recursions can be alternatively expanded and rewritten in an unnormalized form [43, 441 . This is achieved by considering the alternative factorization
where Rr,i is an a x a matrix that is not necessarily restricted to a signature matrix. Using the factors Li(u) and Rr,i one can check that the follwing equations hold (see, e.g., [3 1,45,47] We may finally note that the above recursions are also related to the famous Levinson and Schur algorithms in prediction theory, as discussed in [24, 25, 471 . Table 11 summarizes the different forms of the Kalman recursions that we considered so far for the state-space model (1 la).
The Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) Problem
We now move to formulate and solve the recursive leastsquares problem by invoking the equivalence result (Eq. 1 1 d) and by employing the state-space tools presented so far.
The core problem in adaptive filtering is the following. Consider a sequence of (N+I) scalar data points, ( d ( i ) ) g O , also known as reference or desired signals, and a sequence of (N+l) row vectors { ui)f0 , also known as input signals. Each input vector ui is a 1 x M row vector whose individual entries we denote by { uj(i)}E, viz.,
The entries of ui can be regarded as the values of M input channels at time i: channels 1 through M . Consider also a known column vector W and a positive-definite weighting matrix no. The objective is to determine an M x 1 column vector w, also known as the weight vector, so as to minimize the weighted error sum:
where h is a positive scalar that is less than or equal to one (O<< h5 1). It is often called the forgetting factor since past data is exponentially weighted less than the more recent data.
The special case h = 1 is known as the growing memory case, since, as the length N of the data grows, the effect of past data is not attenuated. In contrast, the exponentially decaying memory case (h < 1 ) is more suitable to time-variant environments. Also, the factor h 4N+1) that multiplies II in the error-sum expression (Eq. 19b) can be incorporated into the weighting matrix no. But it is left explicit for convenience as will become apparent later (see expressions (Eq. 20a) and (Eq. 20c) below). We shall denote the individual entries of w by
Before proceeding any further, let us provide a pictorial depiction of the problem at hand, see We also redraw the linear combiner of Figure 1 in a more compact form as in Figure 2 . The input data { ui} are fed into the linear combiner one at a time: uO, followed by u l , and so on. The reference signals [ d(i)} are also fed into the combiner sequentially starting with d(0) and then d( 1) and so on. The objective is to determine a column vector w such that the scalar sequence generated by the inner products { uiw) follows the reference sequence { d(i))in the sense that the (exponentially weighted) squared-sum, or energy, of the resulting The expression for the weighted error-sum (Eq. 19b) can be rewritten in matrix form as well. For this purpose, we introduce the residual vector eN, the reference vector dN, the data matrix D , and a diagonal weighting matrix AN, It is also rather straightforward to verify that QN and sN satisfy simple time-update relations, viz., with = and s-, = 0. Hence, @N+l and QN differ only by a rank-one matrix.
The solution $obtained by solving (Eq. 20b) is the optimal weight estimate based on the available data from time i = 0 up to time i = N. We shall denote it from now on by wN,
The subscript in wN indicates that the data up to, and including, time N were used. This is to differentiate it from the estimate obtained by using a different number of data points. Indeed, the main objective of the recursive least-squares (RLS) problem is to show how to update the estimate wN, which is based on the data from time 0 to time N, to the estimate w~+~, which is based on the datafrom time0 to time (N+I), without the need to resolve a new set of linear equations of the form Such a recursive update of the weight estimate should be possible since the coefficient matrices QN and QN+, of the associated linear systems differ only by a rank-one matrix. In fact, a wide variety of algorithms has been devised for this end and our purpose here is to derive these different schemes in a unified framework that is based on insights gained from state-space estimation techniques.
The State-Space Formulation
Let us now rework the error-sum expression (Eq. 19b) in order to reduce it to the same form (Eq. l l d ) that we discussed previously. If the h were equal to 1 then expression (Eq. 19b) would be identical in form to expression (Eq. 1 Id) and we could immediately apply the theorem stated after Eq. 1ld.For a general non-unity h, though, the expression (Eq. 19b) can be reworked to the familiar form (Eq. 1 Id) as follows: 
This is a special case of the model (Eq. l l a ) that we considered previously: the yi is now a scalar variable y(i) and the matrix Hi is replaced by the row vector ui.
Also, an attractive feature of the scaling provided by (Eq. 21b) is that it leads to a state-space model (Eq. 21c) with a constant (in fact, equal to unity) noise variance, Ev(i)v*(j) = 6G. This will be helpful later when we further impose shift structure on the input channels and show that the resulting model (Eq. 21c) can be regarded as structured in the sense defined previously and for which the Chandrasekhar recursions will be immediately applicable. Furthermore, it also tums out, as shown in the next section, that the scaling (Eq. 2 lb) leads to a simple relation between the Riccati variable, Pi+l, associated with the model (Eq. 2 1 c) and the inverse of the "covariance" matrix, 0;' ,associated with theleast-squares problem (Eq. 20b): Pi+' will be a constant (viz., h-' ) times QT' . This means that if we write down the Riccati difference equation for Pi+ I then it translates almost immediately to the widely-known RLS recursion for Oip1. Other types of scaling may be used to define altemative auxiliary models as in (Eq. 21c). This would lead to altemative relations between the RLS and the Kalman variables, which can then be used to relate a Kalman-type algorithm to an RLS-type algorithm in precisely the same way as done in the remaining part of this paper. The scaling in (a. 21 b) is motivated by the simple relation that it provides between Pi+' and QL' and by the constant noise variance.
Relations between the RLS and Kalman Variables
The different variants of the Kalman recursions, when applied to (Eq. 21c), will now provide different algorithms for the solution of the RLS minimization problem (Eq. 19b). But note that the variables used in (Eq. 21c) are scaled versions of the variables used in (E@. 19b). For example, y(i) is a scaled version of d(i). So is xi relative to w. This means that when writing down the state-space estimation algorithms that correspond to (Eq. 2 1 c), we should then proceed to replace the variables of (Eq. 2 1 c) by the corresponding RLS variables. This would allow us to describe the algorithms in terms of the original RLS variables. This section is meant to clarify the connections between the RLS variables {d(i), w, ui7 no, Qi, wi } and the Kalman variables.
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The Kalman recursions that correspond to the model (Eq. 
@Y' =P,
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Normalized gain
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-Normalized gain
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vector.
-' matrix.
and the aposteriori error ep (i), defined by
These residuals can be easily related to the Kalman filter Its variinnovation e(i), which is defined by e($ = y(i) -ance is denoted by re(i). Now note that On the other hand, the expression for the aposteriori error ep(i) leads to This means that the so-called conversion factor that converts the apriori error e,(i) to the aposteriori error e,(& and which we denote by y(i) (following I, page 578), is equal to r i l ( i ) .
Finally, if we apply the matrix inversion lemma (Eq. 5) to 
The RLS Algorithm
The first step is to use the correspondences of 
Then the optimal solution is w = w,. The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(M 2 ) per iteration.
The above recursions are often known as the square-root RLS algorithm (see, e.g., [5] ) but, more recently, they have also been refered to as the inverse QR algorithm (see, e.g., [48, 49] ). An extension of this result to the mutlichannel case is described in [5 I] . The reason for the terminology is that the recursions propagate a square-root factor of the inverse of the "covariance" matrix Qi, while the conventional QR algorithm that we derive in the next two sections propagates a square-root factor of Qi itself.
The Conventional QR Algorithm
We now write down the first three lines of the square-root information array (Eq. 6a) that corresponds to (Eq. 21c), viz.,
, and for i 2 0, 
The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(M2) per iteration.
The Extended OR Algorithm
The conventional QR solution determines the optimal weight wN by solving a triangular linear system of equations, e.g., via back-substitution.
A major drawback of a back-substitution step is that it involves serial operations and, thus, does not lend itself to a parallelizable implementation. However, this step can be completely avoided by further invoking the last line of the square-root information form (Eq. 16a) that we have ignored so far. The resulting algorithm is an extended version of the QR recursion and completely avoids the backsubstitution step (see also [22, 24, 50] ). The extended square-root information filter that corresponds to (Eq. 21c) is the following: A motivation for this solution using insights from the theory of structured matrices is provided in [50] .
Therefore, the extended QR algorithm is precisely the extended information form of the standard Kalman filter; however this connection could not be established till the RLS problem was properly recast into a state-space estimation problem.
Fast Transversal Filter Algorithms
We showed in the previous sections that the RLS adaptive algorithm, and several of its variants, can be obtained by setting up a suitable state-space model, viz., model (Eq. 21c), and by using variations of the state-space estimation algorithm. Now, the state-space model we set up has a very special In fact, they are usually delayed versions of a single input signal as follows. If we denote the value of the first channel at time i by u(i) (instead of ul(i) as we did before in (Eq. 19a), then the input vector at time i will exhibit a shift structure of the form
This has a simple pictorial representation as shown in Figure 6 . The term z-represents a unit-time delay. The structure that takes u(i) as an input and provides the inner product u(i + 1 -j)w(j) as an output is widely known as a transversal or as an FIR (finite-impulse response) filter.
The shift structure in ui suggests that we might be able to get fast RLS algorithms by using the extended Chandrasekhar where Z denotes the lower triangular shift matrix with ones on the first subdiagonal and zeros elsewhere. Multiplying ui+' by Z from the right corresponds to shifting its entries by one position to the left. The relation (Eq. 26b) can be simplified if we consider an alternative, but equivalent, state-space model instead of (Eq. 21c).
More specifically, we consider the following ( N + 1) -dimensional state-space model (the model in (Eq. 21c) was M -dimensional): 
That is, hi has all the input data from time 0 up to and including time i. The remaining entries are filled with zeros. This is again a special case of (Eq. 1 la). It is also evident that by extending the state with zeros, the product hixi in (Eq. 27a) is still equal to the product uixi in (Eq. 21c). Moreover, the top M entries of the state-estimate will again provide us with the weight-estimate. But note now that the h, satisfies which is a simpler relation than (Eq. 26b). It also immediately implies that the extended state-space model (Eq. 27a) is structured in the sense that we defined earlier via (17a). We thus expect to obtain a fast algorithm for state-estimation via where Lo and So are ( N + 1) x a and a x a matrices, respectively. The factor Lo also has trailing zeros and we partition it in the form where is (M + 1) x a. Let also & denote a row with the first M + 1 coefficients of hi. Writing down the extended Chandrasekhar recursions (Eq. 17b) for the state-space model (Eq. 27a) we obtain (as anticipated in Table 4) 
zo=
These arrays were also derived in [ 14, 521 by employing an alternative state-space description with constant coefficients. However, our point of view enables certain further deductions. Note that the state-space model (Eq. 27a) is structured with a very special matrix Y' relating hi and hj+l, viz., Y = Z. But our previous derivation allows for more general matrices ' P, which need not be restricted to the shift matrix. Hence, our derivation is equally applicable to more general structures in the input data, other than the conventional shift structure. This readily allows us to derive faster recursions even for more general matrices Y, which is a clear manifestation of the generality and strength of the state-space point of view. Such extensions will be discussed elsewhere. 
As for the matrix Li+l, we need to determine Lo. For this purpose, we focus now, for simplicity, on the so-called prewindow>ed case where it is assumed that no input data is available prior to and including time i = 0 (other cases can be found in [52] 
The optimal solution is w = wN, and the computational complesify is O(M) per iteration.
..,hM+')
The above recursions represent a square-root version of fast RLS algorithms known as FTF [12] (Fast Transversal Technique). We may proceed to write down an explicit exFilter) and FAEST [ 171 (Fast Aposteriori Error Sequential pression for the rotation Oi ; thus leading to an explicit set of recursions that relate the different quantities in the arrays. But a distinctive feature of a square-root formulation as above is that the rotation matrix Oi need not be explicitly formed and moreover it can be implemented in a variety of ways, as [52] and [21] [pp. 254-2621 is a vivid example of how explicit rewriting of the recursions can lead to several variants. We can not pretend here to be able to detail all the possible implementations of these rotations. But we instead stress the general theme and the general structure of our descriptions: we take a prearray of numbers and rotate it, in one of several possible ways, to obtain a desired pattern of zeros in the postarray. The same theme will arise again when we derive the adaptive lattice filters: a general squareroot array is derived, and then several explicit relations are deduced from the array in later sections, thus leading to other forms of lattice filters. 
R.i Fast Transversal Filters in Explicit Form
To illustrate the procedure, we shall show how to write down one set of explicit Chandrasekhar recursions by invoking (Eq. 18). Fi,G,H,L0 , ni .}. They do not depend on the observed data, which appear only in the update equation for the state-estimate, e.g., (Eq. 27c). This means that if we have two state-space models with the same matrices [ Fi,Gi,Hi,Lo,IIo}, but with different state-vectors and observed data, then the same Chandrasekhar recursions can be used to propagate the quantities needed to update the state-estimates for both models.
This motivates us to introduce two prediction problems (the terminology of forward and backward prediction problems is further explored in a later section.). N-1) ). This can also be converted to the aposteriori prediction error u(N+ I) -uNdM,.] via the conversion factor rif(N), which we shall denote by .f,(N) (this is to be consistent with later notation -the superscriptfwill in fact be dropped shortly).
Similarly, we can set up a backward prediction problem of order M by solving the minimization problem N -1) ). This can also be converted to the aposteriori prediction error u(N -M) -~~w L . 1 via the conversion factor rib(N), which we shall denote by &(N) (the superscript will also be dropped shortly).
But note that the values of the Riccati variables and the innovation covariances for both state-space models (Eq. 29b) and (Q. 30b) are identical, since the hi and the initial condition we are now interested in solving Moreover, the conversion factors for both the forward and the backward prediction problems coincide since ((N) = rt(N) . Hence 
Different Classes of Order-Recursive Adaptive Algorithms
The adaptive algorithms derived so far are fixed-order solutions of (Eq. 19b) in the sense that they recursively evaluate weight estimates wi that correspond to a fixed-order combiner, say of order M. In other words, the size of w, and of its successive estimates wi, was fixed and equal to Mall through the recursions. From now on we shall be dealing with weightvectors of varying dimensions. We shall therefore write wM instead of w to indicate a weight vector of size M x 1, and we shall write wM,i instead of wi to indicate an estimate at time i of the weight vector wMof size M . Apart from these notational inconveniences, the central theme will still prevail. We shall also assume here, for simplicity and ease of exposition, that the weighting matrix no in (Eq. 19b) is very large, i.e., no+ ..I . This simplifies (Eq. 19b) to
Let wy,N and wM+l,Ndenote the corresponding solutions. The adaptive algorithms of the previous sections give an explicit recursive (or time-update) relation between wM,N and w~,~-~. We are now interested in arecursive (or order-update) relation between wM,N and w~+~,~
The first M components of WM+l,N seem to have no simple relation to w~,~ But there is an alternative to the FIR implementation of Figure 6 that allows us to easily carryover the information from previous computations for the order M filter. This is the so-called lattice filter, which is based on the following idea. Suppose that our interest in solving (Eq. 32a) is not to explicitly determine the weight estimate w~,~, The lattice solution allows us to update aM(N) to aM+l(N) without explicitly computing the weight estimates w~,~ and wM+,,,,. This is achieved by orthogonalizing the input data as we explain in the next section.
Joint Process Estimation and Prediction Problems
The major step here is to note that, for all i, the input vectors uM and uM+l have the same first M entries. We shall now that this'observation allows us to reduce the minimization of ( E~, 3za) to the equivalent problem of solving two first-order least-squares minimization problems of the type depicted earlier in Figure 3 , and for which the special case of (m. 12b) is immediately applicable.
There is no loss of generality in our argument here if we But we shall later include finite no weighting factors into the minimization of the resulting forward and backward prediction problems.
So assume that we wish to increase the filter order, say fromMtoM+ 1, while still processing only the original (N+l) data { ui, d ( i ) } z O . In other words, suppose that instead of focus on particular values for M and A, say M = 3 and h = 1, since our purpose in this section is to motivate the need for forward and backward residuals in simple terms. We shall then proceed to show in the next two sections how to embed the problem of updating these residuals into the state-space framework; thus deriving several variants of the corresponding lattice algorithms.
So assume we want to solve the following problem: minimize over w3 the cost function (the data { U(.)) is assumed to be zero prior to the initial time instant i = 0, viz., u(i) = 0 for i < 0)
As explained above, we shall denote the optimal solution by w3,,. The subscript indicates that it is an estimate based on the data U(.) up to time N. Determining W3.N corresponds to determining the entries of a 3-dimensional weight vector so as to approximate the column vector dN by the linear combination u3w3,N in the least-squares sense (Eq. 33a) where U, is the matrix multiplying w, in (33a). We thus say that expression (Eq. 33a) defines a third-order estimator for the reference sequence (cl(.)). The resulting aposteriori estimation errors will be denoted by 2, has to be orthogonal to the data matrix U,, viz., Uiz3 = 0.
We also know that the optimal solution w~,~ provides an estimate U3w3,N that is the closest element in the range space of U, to the column vector d, .
Now assume that we wish to solve the next-higher order problem, viz., of order M = 4: minimize over w, the cost function This statement is very close to (Eq. 33a) except for an extra column in the data matrix U, that multiplies w,: the first three columns of U, coincide with those of U,, while the last column of U, contains the extra new data that are needed for a fourth-order estimator, 0 0
The problem in (Eq. 33b) requires us to linearly combine the four columns of U, in order to compute the fourth-order estimates of { d (O), d( l), ..., d(N) ). In other words, it requires us to determine the closest element in the range space of U, to the same column vector d, . We already know what is the closest element to d, in the range of U,, which is a submatrix of U,. This suggests that we should try to decompose the range space of U, into two orthogonal subspaces, viz.,
where m is a column vector that is orthogonal to U,, Uim = 0. The notation Range (U,) CD Range(m) also means that every element in the range space of U, can be expressed as a linear combination of the columns of U, and m.
But this decomposition can be easily accomplished by projecting the last column of U, onto the range space of its first three columns and keeping the residual vector as m. This is precisely a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization step and it is equivalent to the following minimization problem: minimize over wg
This is also a special case of (Eq. 32a) where we have (N -3) ). We shall denote the optimal solution by 4,, . implies that it can be chosen as the m column that we mentioned earlier, viz., (34b) Range(U4) = rangc(U3) @ Range(b3) Our original motivation for introducing the aposteriori backward residual vector b, was the desire to solve the fourth-order problem (Eq. 33b), not afresh, but in a way so as to exploit the solution of lower order; thus leading to an order-recursive algorithm.
Assume we have available z3 and b,, which are both orthogonal to U,. Knowing that b, leads to an orthogonal decompo$ion of the range of U, as in (Eq. 34b), thzn updating d, into a fourth-order aposteriori residual vector d,, which has to be orth_ogonal to U,, simply corresponds to projecting the vector d3 onto the vector b,.
. . , To clarify this, assume we pose the problem of projecting d, onto b,, which is equivalent to asking for a scalar coefficient (p, so as to minimize This is clearly a standard least-squares problem (recall Eq. 12c). The optimal solution for the scalar (p, is given by We thus know how to update 2, into 2, by projecting d, onto b,. To proceed with this order update procedure, we need to know how to order-update the backward residual vector as well. That is, we need to know how to go from b, to b,. This can be determined by following similar arguments, which motivates us to introduce the forward prediction problem: minimize over w'; the cost function
As explained before, we shall denote the optimal solution by w $~. u(N -2)). A similar remark holds for the other entries. The superscript f stands for forward. We thus say that expression (Eq. 35a) defines a third-order forward prediction problem. The resulting aposteriori forward prediction errors will be denoted bv clearly orthogonal to b,. The claim is that x can be taken as 2, .
To verify this we need to show that x is orthogonal to U,, viz., U~X = 0, or equivalently, wheref3(i) denotes the aposteriori forward prediction error in estimating u(i) from a linear combination of the past 3 inputs, ~ JULY 1994 IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE f 3 ( i ) = u(i> -u 3 , i d~ Now assume that we wish to solve the next-higher order problem, viz., of order M = 4: minimize over wf4 the cost function We again observe that this statement is very close to (Eq. 35a) except for an extra column in the data matrix U,, in precisely the same way as happened with d4 and b,. We can thus obtain f 4 by projecting f 3 onto b, and taking the residual vector as
I3
This is clearly a standard least-squares problem. The optimal solution for the scalar q3 is given by h and f 4 = f3 -q3h. Also, using the orthogonality condition we can easily relate the norm of the resulting error vector f4 to that of the previous error vector f3. Indeed,
= f"4 f 3 sincef4 is orthogonal to b3
where in the last equality we used the expression for q3. It is thus clear that the forward residual error decreases in norm with increasing prediction orders. Similarly, the backward residual vector b, can be updated to b, by projecting b, onto f 3 3 and we get
Two First-Order Linear Combiners
We argued in the previous section that if we are given the forward and backward residual vectors f 3 and b,, then the higher-order forward residual f 4 can be obtained by simply setting up a first-order least-squares problem, viz., by projecting f 3 onto b,. This is equivalent to saying: use the entries of the forward vector f3 as reference signals and the entries of the backward vector b, as input signals in a first-order combiner, as anticipated earlier in Figure 3 . The diagram is repeated in Figure 7 with the appropriate signals.
Likewise, the backward residual vector b3 can be updated to b, by simply projecting b3 onto f 3 . This is again equivalent to the following. Use the entries of the backward vector b, as reference signals and the entries of the forward vector f3 as input signals in a first-order combiner, as we also anticipated in Figure 3 . The diagram is again repeated in Figure 8 with the appropriate signals, where we have denoted the scalar weights in Figures 7 and 8 by q, and 5 ,. respectively. It is also clear from the definition of the residual vectors f3 and b, that, in the general case, the initial conditions should be:
That is,fo(j) = bo(j) = u(j) for a l l j 2 0.
The following statement summarizes the discussion so far, but for general values of M, Nand h. . . . 
wihere riM and eM are optimal solutions of the following:
More generally, we may replace (Eq. 37b) by the minimization criteria (with p > 0) ~
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where we have added a positive wei htin factor p and initial guesses tM and 5, . The resulting qM and tM are then used to update the residuals in (Eq. 37a). It is often the case, though, that tM = EM = 0, which will be assumed hereafter, without loss of generality. Also, p is often chosen as a very large positive number, which reduces (Eq. 38a) and (Eq. 38b) to (Eq. 37c).
w g
Two First-Order State-Space Models
The result stated in the previous theorem reduces the problem of order-updating the prediction residuals to the solution of two first-order least-squares problems: in one case the forward residuals are used as the reference signals and the backward residuals are used as input signals, while in the other case the roles of the residuals are reversed. This fits nicely into the setting anticipated earlier in Eq. 12b. Indeed, we can set up two first-order state-space models that correspond to the solution of the above order-update problems (Eq. 38a) and (Eq. 38b), in exactly the same way that we argued for Eq. 12b.
Define the state-variables as well as the normalized signals
Then the appropriate models are
with xl(0) =i2(0) = 0, cov(xl(0)) = k-'p = cov(x2(0)), and
If we now proceed to write down the different variants of the Kalman recursions that correspond to the above two state-space estimation problems, and then translate the variables to the corresponding quantities in the least-squares setting, we get different variants of adaptive lattice filters. The argument follows precisely what we did earlier. For this reason, we shall try to be brief.
QR-Decomposition-Based Least-Squares Lattice (QRD-LSL) Filters
We start by writing down the extended square-root information form that corresponds to each of the first-order statespace models in (Eq. 39), thus leading to extended QR arrays in exactly the same manner as we did earlier in Eq. 25a. The resulting square-root arrays turn out to be central to the derivation of different variants of adaptive lattice algorithms. Indeed, we shall see in the next three sections that other lattice versions discussed in the literature can be regarded as alternative rewritings of these square-root arrays. [This should come as no surprise since the arrays correspond to the extended square-root information filter form, and this form is clearly equivalent to the other variants of the Kalman filtermore on this further ahead.] To begin with, the two-column array for the order-update of the forward residuals is (apart from the notational differences, this is a specialization, for the time instant i = Nand to the scalar case, of the array (Eq. 25a) that we wrote earlier for a general least-squares problem)
I o
where we have defined the scalar "covariance" and "crosscovariance" quantities (cf. (Eq. 20a)) The second entry of the second row of the postarray is denoted by.t"M,I(N+l)yGz(N). We recall from (Eq. 25a) that it should be the product of an apriori error and the square-root of the conversion factor or, equivalently, the product of an aposteriori error and the inverse of the square-root of the conversion factor. W e have used this second interpretation to write It is also straightforward to see that we can rewrite the above arrays so as to propagate the angle-normalized residuals instead of the aposteriori residuals themselves. This is a matter of convenience as we readily check. Define the diagonal matrix of conversion factors, and the vectors of forward and backward apriori prediction errors, respectively, We can therefore introduce the following equivalent statespace models, which are essentially identical to (Eq. 39) but use the apriori residuals instead, cov (~~( 0 ) ) = h-'p = cov(x2(0)) no and (recall our earlier remark prior to expression (Eq. 16b)
Writing down the extended square-root information filters for each of the above models will then lead us to a square-root version of the so-called QRD and for simplicity, ignoring the joint process estimation part. This is discussed further ahead where we show that it simply corresponds to adding one more line to the arrays). It should also be clear that not all the lines of the two arrays are really necessary to order-update the prediction residuals. They are nevertheless kept for completeness. For example, the last line in each of the arrays given below are not explicitly used in the description of the QRD-LSL in [l] . Also, although we are exhibiting the arrays in terms of angle-normalized quantities, they can as well be written in terms of unnormalized quantities as in (Eq. 40a). In other words. apriori or aposteriori prediction errors can also be used by appropriately modifying the arrays. 
where the quantities 
Least-Squares Lattice (LSL) Filters Using Aposteriori Residuals
Let us now elaborate on our earlier claim that the arrays of the above algorithm are indeed central to the derivation of other variants of adaptive lattice algorithms. That is, we shall verify that by expanding the above arrays we get different lattice versions. But we shall also later show, and in order to be consistent with the spirit of our formulation, how to get these other lattice versions by invoking the other forms of the Kalman recursions, other than the extended square-root information form that we used to derive the prior algorithm .
To obtain an explicit set of equations for the least-squares lattice algorithm that uses aposteriori residuals, we simply compare (some of the terms) on both sides of the the arrays of the above algorithm, by squaring, as we did, for e.g., in the derivation of the square-root Kalman filter. This first leads to the following expressions in terms of angle-normalized re- - (44) These can then be used to order-update (rather than time-update) the residual energies in the above algorithm, which coincides with the form given in [ 1, p. 6191, for instance.
The above lattice algorithm could have also been immediately obtained from a state-space point of view as follows: instead of applying the square-root information filter to the auxiliary models (Eq. 42), we simply write down the explicit information filter (Kalman filter). For example, the update expression for the inverse of the Riccati variable leads to the time-update recursions for 5 L ( N + 1) and 5 h(N) as shown in the statement of the prior algorithm above, since we already know that the inverse of the Riccati variable corresponds, apart from scaling, to the "covariance" matrix in the leastsquares setting (recall the correspondences in Table 12 ).
As for the order-updates for the forward and backward residuals, these are simply the expressions for the computation of the the aposteriori errors. Consider, for example, aM+,(N+ 1) and the associated state-space model (Eq. 42).
The Information filter provides us with the normalized apriori error,
In terms of the least-squares variables, the normalized error ri'(N)e(N) is equal to the aposteriori forward residual (N + 1) and we get, by invoking the correspon- and q M N (recall again the correspondences in Table 12 ).
Moreover, the update for Pzlki+l prior to Eq. 14 converts to the update for the gd.) and &(.).
Lattice Filters Using Apriori Residuals with Error Feedback
Therefore, the LSL recursions given above correspond to the explicit recursions of the Information form. In particular, the reflection coefficients are computed as the ratio of the "crosscovariance" and the "covariance" quantities, as suggested by (Eq. 14). But we argued above that the reflection coefficients are nothing but (apart from the sign) the state-estimates. Using these updates for the reflection coefficients and rewriting the previous algorithm in terms of the apriori residuals leads to the following so-called LSL algorithm with errorfeedback (see, e.g., [ 1, p. 6331). Again, we can as well rewrite the expressions in terms of aposteriori errors, thus leading to a version of the algorithm that uses the aposteriori residuals.
In the previous section we exhibited an example of a lattice filter that uses the aposteriori errors. We therefore exhibit and given below. A similar update follows for k,+,(N+ b 1).
here, for the sake of illustration, an example of a lattice filter that uses the apriori residuals.
&M+l(N + 1) and ance-" or "energy-"normalized residuals, + 1). We also define the "covari- 
Normalized Least-Squares Lattice (LSL) Filters
The LSL filters considered in the previous two sections involve the propagation of two reflection coefficients, viz., which can also be time-updated via relations of the form (Eq. 46) . However, a normalized version of the recursions of the prior algorithm involving the propagation of a single reflection coefficient can also be derived [8] .
For this purpose, we employ a proper normalization of the forward and backward reflection coefficients and define the normalized reflection coefficient P~+~( N + 1) (we shall justify this definition, and the resulting expressions, in terms of state-space arguments further ahead), W e see that P~+~( N + 1) is a scaled version of both These normalizations allow us to reduce the number of recursions in the previous algorithm. It will turn out, for example, that the recursions for the covariances 5 kN) and @ L ( N + 1) can be dropped. Note for instance that the orderupdate relations (Eq. 44) , with the help of (Eq. 4 
We therefore get which incidentally is the famous Yule's PARCOR update formula discussed in [ 111.
Similary the recursions for the forward and backward residuals of the algorithm prior to Eq. 44 [T,,,,, 6,) . The estimation equations for the corresponding state-space models will then lead to the above recursions: the update for the state-estimate will lead to the recursion for p,,,,+l(N+ l), as was the case with L&+l(N+ l), while the expressions for the innovations lead to the updates for TM+I(N+ 1) and 6,+,(N+ 1 ) . An interesting aspect of the state-space models that correspond to the "energy"-normalized variables {F,,,,, 6,) is that ( h times) the associated Riccati variables at time N + 1 is equal to unity. This is because the inverses of the Riccati variables are the "covariances" or the "energies" of the (normalized) sequences @,,,,(.)} and G,,,,(N.
Other Forms of Lattice Filters
It is clear from the derivation so far that the variety of algorithms that can be written down is essentially a matter of taste as well as patience. The central theme though is always the same: once the recursive least-squares problem has been collapsed to two smaller first-order problems, then the solutions can be readily obtained by constructing two first-order auxiliary state-space models and then writing down the different estimation algorithms.
Indeed, the different variants of the Kalman state-space estimation algorithms lead to different relations among the variables of the forward and backward prediction problems. Any properly chosen collection of these relations will then lead to a valid lattice algorithm. For example, the QRD-LSL algorithm uses some of the lines in the extended information array. The LSL filter with aposteriori errors uses the explicit information filter equations, while the LSL filter with error feedback uses a combination of the information and the Kalman filters.
Yet a fourth variant in [20 p . 8871 can also be rederived by choosing an appropriate collection of the rows of the arrays of the Algorithm stated after (Eq. 42), along with one of the order-updates in (Eq. 44), as we readily verify. It follows from the third lines of each of the arrays that the last expressions in (Eq. 43a) and (Eq. 43b) hold, viz.,
We thus conclude that the forward and backward residuals satisfy the following relation and that Other combinations of equations clearly exist, and the search for the most appropriate combination is not closed. We do not attempt to exhaust all the possibilities, but we do stress a central theme: the existing adaptive schemes have been derived at different places in the literature and at different times. The varied aspects of the recursions highlight the varied approaches to the problem. Each approach ends up with a set of recursions that very often does not look similar to other available sets. But the point of view taken in this article shows that the different adaptive solutions correspond in fact to using different combinations of a group of estimation equations, either in explicit or square-root forms. The entire group of equations is not needed per se since it contains more than enough relations. But different selections of the equations will lead to different algorithms. The question of which of these different possibilities is the best needs further exploration; moreover, it can be that what is best depends on the constraints arising in different situations.
T h e Filtering or J o i n t P r o c e s s Array
We now return to the estimation of the sequence { d ( . ) } .
We argued in the section on Joint Process Estimation and Prediction Problems that if we are given the backward residu_al vector b, and the third-order estimation residual vector d3, then the higher-order estimation residual vector z4 can be obtained by simply setting up a first-order least-squares problem: use the entries of the residual vector d, as reference signals and the entries of the backward vector b, as input signals in a first-order combiner, as we anticipated earlier in Figure 3 . The diagram is repeated in Figure 9 with the appropriate signals.
This again fits nicely into the setting anticipated in Eq. 12c. Indeed, we can set up a first-order state-space model that corresponds to the solution of the above order-update problem, in exactly the same way as we argued in the lattice case. This leads to the following square-root array for joint process estimation: Note that the above array uses precisely the same rotation as the first array in the QRD-LSL algorithm. Hence, the second line in the above array can be included as one more line in the first array of the algorithm; thus completing the algorithm to also include the joint-process estimation part.
We can as well expand the above array in order to obtain an explicit update relation of the form (see e.g., [ 1, p. 619]),
The Least-Mean Square (LMS) Algorithm
The derivation so far in the paper has been concerned with exact recursive solutions that minimize the cost function (Eq. 19b). Consider, for simplicity, a specialization of (Eq. 19b) with W = O,nO+ I , and h = 1, There is yet another celebrated class of adaptive algorithms that is based on steepest descent ideas (see, e.g., [6] ). These algorithms are particularly appealing due to their simplicity and O(M) computational efficiency, albeit at the price of slower convergence. In them, the weight vector is updated along the direction of the instantaneous gradient of the quadratic cost function thus leading to a weight update of the form requires O(M 2 ) operations per iteration.
where p is a so-called step-size parameter. This was dubbed by Widrow and Hoff [53] as the LMS (least-mean-square) algorithm. Though the name is a bit misleading, this is perhaps the most widely known and most widely used adaptive filtering algorithm, and in diverse areas that range from channel equalization, to spectral estimation, to control theory, to antenna arrays, and no doubt other areas as well. This is because of its simplicity and proven robustness to disturbances and model errors. No rigorous proof of these good properties seems to have been found.
In the last decade, in the field of robust control (see, e.g., [55. 561) there has been extensive studies of a different performance criterion, known as the r (or minimax) criterion. Very few exact solutions are known, so it may be of additional interest to researchers in adaptive filtering that it has been recently shown that the LMS algorithm is optimal under the r criterion; this was again done by using an appropriate state-space model [54] . We can not enter into this topic here, but we may attempt to give the flavor of the results following the line of reasoning suggested in [57] , where several (local and global) optimality criteria are further established for a wide class of gradient-type algorithms.
The argument that follows is intended to show that the weight estimates provided by the LMS algorithm guarantee the following bound
The numerator is the sum of the energies of the residuals (uiw -U;W~-~) over 0 I i I N. For each instant i, the difference (uiw -uiwi-l) represents the error in estimating ujw by using uiwi-, . Likewise, the sum in the denominator consists of two terms: the energy of the noise signal over the same interval of time and the (weighted) energy of the weight error due to the initial guess. If we denote by T the operator that maps the disturbances ( v ( . ) ) r o a n d t h e initial uncertainty -lR N p (w -w-') to the residuals (uiw -ujwj-I}j=o , then the inequality in (Eq. 50a) states that the 2-induced norm of T i s always bounded by one. This explains the robust behaviour of the LMS algorithm: it shows that the energy of the residuals is always guaranteed to be upper bounded by the energy of the disturbances and the initial uncertainty.
A simple proof of (Eq. 50a) is the following [57] . Assume and then choose at will any vector q as an estimate for the unknown weight w, then it is always true that the following inequality holds Thisfollowsfrom thecondition on p and by noting that
The quantity in the numerator of (Eq. 50c) is the square of the error in estimating UiW by using Uiq. Likewise, the quantity in the denominator of (Eq. 50c) is the square of the distance between the true w and the estimate q.
It is also certainly true that if we increase the denominator by any positive value, say Iv(i)l 2 , then the ratio is still bounded by 1,
The inequalities (Eq. 50c) and (Eq. 50d) are valid for any data ui as long as p satisfies (Eq. 50b). That is, they are valid for any choice of q. They are thus certainly valid for a q that is generated by the LMS algorithm (Eq. 49). So if we replace q by wi-] we also get lujw -Ujwi-11 2 ~-' I I W -Wj-111 + Iv(i)l 51.
(5 1 a)
One might then wonder in what sense does the LMS recursion alter (Eq. 51a)? It turns out that it allows us to further tighten the inequality [57] . More precisely, it allows us to conclude that the following also holds, Comparing (Eq. 5 1 b) with (Eq. 5 1 a) we see that the denominator of (Eq. 51b) is smaller since the positive term p-'Iw -will; is being subtracted from the denominator of (Eq. 5 la). But although the denominator got smaller, the ratio is still guaranteed to be bounded by one. A simple proof of (Eq. 5 1 b) follows by noting that the inequality holds if
But the quantity on the left-hand side can be easily seen, after replacing wi by the LMS update (Eq. 49), to be equal to (1 -puju;)ld(i) -qwj-,I2, which is clearly always nonnegative.
So assume now that we run the LMS recursion up to time Nand that Then the inequality in (Eq. 51b) holds for each time instant i, i.e., for every 0 I i I N . Summing over i we conclude that we must have which proves our earlier claim in (Eq. 50a). Extensions of this result to other classes of gradient-type algorithms, along with convergnece proofs, are provided in [57] .
Concluding Remarks
The main point to stress here is that by a proper recasting of the original adaptive problem into a state-space form, we can derive many known adaptive filtering algorithms very directly and in computationally effective square-root versions. Even more interesting is the fact that insights gained from this formulation allow for immediate extensions. This is due to the fact that state-space models have a rich and long history and lend themselves rather easily to different types of manipulations and derivations. This constitutes a significant strength of the state-space formulation. It allows us, for instance, to consider more general matrices Fi in (Eq. 1 la) rather than the p a r t i c u l a r c h o i c e F i = X I, f o r e.g.,
,...,Ai l n } . It also allows for more general matrices Gi, Qi and Ri, and for more general shift structures in the input signals via different choices of the matrix Y in the extended Chandrasekhar recursions. Indeed, different choices for Y, as well as Fi, would allow us to consider alternative windowing schemes for the data. These extensions will be discussed elsewhere. We have focused here on the single channel RLS problem, where the reference sequence (d(.)) and the input sequence [ U ( . ) } were assumed to be scalar quantities. But we have noted in several places that the approach extends rather immediately to cases where the reference and input sequences consist of vector quantities (see, e.g., [25, 321) . We may remark that a strength of the multichannel square-root array formulation is that though the arrays naturally have block entries, the elementary rotations or reflections can be applied 1R to the scalar entries, thus simplifying implementation issues (e.g., no matrix inversions will be necessary). Finally we may remark that the discussion in the last section can also be formulated in a state-space framework, but with the random variables allowed to exist in a certain indefinite metric space (see, e.g., [58] 
APPENDIX A Derivation of the Riccati-Based Kalman Filter
The innovations are where we have defined of the innovations using the above equation we readily see that = xi -gj. If we compute the covariance where we have defined the error covariance matrix, Pi = cov(Ei). For well-posedness, we need the positive-definiteness of the covariance matrix of the observations yi, which is easily seen to imply that the have to be positive-definite. The Kalman filter can now be readily derived by using the orthogonality of the innovations and the state-space structure. Thus we first write
To seek a recursion we decompose the above as 16 . M. Morf 
